SUMMARY REPORT TO CITY COUNCIL
CANNABIS INDUSTRY INFORMATION SESSIONS
MARCH 15 AND 16, 2022
Rod Arroyo of Giffels Webster, meeting facilitator, explained the purpose and procedures for
prior to each information session. The sessions were held via zoom and live streamed on
YouTube and all session recordings are posted on the city website along with a copy of this
summary report. All participants were called upon to answer the questions below if they
wished and were also provided the opportunity to submit answers in writing. The public was
permitted to participate through the Zoom Q & A or to submit questions via email. All written
answers from participants submitted as well as questions submitted through the Zoom Q & A or
email are attached with this summary report along with other articles or public comments
submitted to the city.
Zoom Q & A as well as any additional questions asked during the sessions have been included in the
body of this summary report. If it says answered live, the question was answered by a participant
during the session.

Session #1 - Tuesday, March 15 - 10:00 to 11:30 a.m.
Growers (all classes) and Processors
1. The City of Farmington Hills is collecting information from industry representatives in order to
learn more about the business of growing and processing cannabis. Are there specific examples
that you can provide where permitting growers and processors has led to an increase in economic
development in that area (and identify the communities)?
All participants felt that that cannabis operations created more economic development by way of
rehabbing buildings and redeveloping run-down properties and creating increased property tax revenue.
Other benefits identified included:
•
•
•
•
•

The new line of revenue cannabis brings to communities
Creation of jobs and often at higher wages
Buying of products locally
Benefitting local non-profits
Providing the ability to connect with grass-root organizations and drive social equity efforts

Communities identified included Muskegon County and specifically the communities of the City of
Muskegon, Muskegon Township, City of White Hall, Eggleston Township and Holton who have
collectively brought in several millions of dollars of property upgrades to blighted areas. Other
communities identified that have also experienced increased property tax revenue and/or increased
jobs were Chesaning, Thetford Township, St. Sault Marie, Baldwin, White Cloud, Lowell and Walled Lake.
2. Odor is often cited as a primary negative impact related to growing and processing cannabis.
What has been your experience dealing with the external impacts of odor? Have you had success

with correcting an odor issue, and if so, where was your success and what types of measures were
used to address it?
Participants noted that building designs or equipment that they use or is suggested to mitigate odor
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully sealed rooms with HVAC circulating inside only
Exhaust equipment that eliminates odor through the system
Outdoor equipment to measure odor
Insulated walls
UV filtration system and carbon filters
Stacks
Ozone generators with exhaust fans

It was noted that Marijuana Regulatory Agency (MRA) and Licensing and Regulatory Affairs
(LARA)heavily regulate this industry and the city also has the ability to regulate odor through
ordinances such as a public nuisance ordinance.
It was suggested that the city requires licensees through their application process to prove they have
the funding to properly outfit their facilities and filtration systems, require a neighborhood outreach
plan that includes weekly/monthly tracking and reporting of any odor complaints to the Homeowner’s
Associations and the city as it is on the operator to ensure they are not a nuisance and not for the city to
police. The city should provide expectations for protecting the residents and businesses around them.
3. If the City were to opt-in and allow growing and processing facilities, what is your opinion as to
whether it is better to permit them to be located within industrial parks with other industrial
users or is it better to have several cannabis growers and processors concentrated in distinct
geographic areas? Why is one better than the other?
If the city wishes to use this as an economic development tool, it was suggested allowing for growers and
processors in industrial parks or commercial areas to focus on development and redevelopment of those
areas and to reinvigorate those parks.
Suggested that the city does not limit the facilities to one specific area as you will see as other communities
have that people will anticipate an increase in property value and buy up the property with no intention
of using it as designated by the city themselves but to sell at a much higher price.
Zoning and land use has been a challenge for municipalities when it comes to the cannabis industry and
Farmington Hills can learn from other communities. It was suggested to have a clear zoning process in
place with a GIS map to help interpret the zoning district(s) identified.
It was strongly encouraged not to limit the number of licenses for growers and processers as this has been
a source of litigation for communities. It is understandable to limit retailers but not when it comes to
growers and processors and instead to utilize zoning districts for these licenses.
If processor licenses would be connected to retailers, it would make more sense to allow them in Light
Industrial Districts or commercial areas. If processing licenses can be stacked with retail licenses it would
help some companies in that they would not need to get a separate transporter license if they were
processing their own product as well as selling it.
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Creating the zone for different types of cannabis is critical so you don’t create a gridlock and allow for
some of the different industries to come together. Look at the area on a larger scale and design what is
best for the community and businesses and plug in the licenses in most efficient way.
As a grower and business, the flexibility of different industrial areas would be more beneficial and
economical; but for the city, targeting a specific area for redevelopment would be more beneficial but
agreed that there is the risk of speculators then buying that property not for cannabis grow operations
but for resale at a higher price.
4. What has been your experience with crime within or near cannabis facilities, and how have you
address security issues / concerns that have been voiced by people living and working near these
types of businesses?
All participants commented that they have had no major crime related to their businesses throughout
the state. They commented on strict MRA regulations requiring cameras, limited access to the facility,
product tracking through a state metrics system and the fact that these types of businesses are typically
very discreet and do not advertise. Some have guards – one had armed guard with a 24 hour operation,
but many have unarmed or no guards at all.
It was noted that security is of the utmost importance to the businesses as well to protect their product.
It was suggested having a good relationship with local law enforcement and to engage them early on in
the process when site plans for security are submitted and to have them walk through the facility, if
possible, to provide input.
Create as many deterrents as possible under the MRA regulations and working with law enforcement
and fire department for fire safety. Use of key cards and monitor the inside operations as well for inside
crime by following strict tracking regulations in place.
5. If the City were to opt-in and allow growing and processing facilities, what is your opinion as to
whether it would be better to have them in taller structures that allow for vertical stacking of
grow operations, and are there any other unique site design features that the City should be
aware of? If so, do growing operations require a particular ceiling height?
As a grower the multi-tiered facilities can be more difficult as you have to maintain humidity levels
throughout, safety concerns, etc., so it was felt that multi-tiered should not be required but permitted
to allow for more flexibility for the grower. Flexibility for zoning is also key as the grower will find a
building to fit their needs if they have more options.
Stacking is environmentally better as it is less of a footprint but agreed that growers should have
flexibility.
6. What premium site, building, or landscaping design elements do you think applicants would be
willing to provide in order to make your site an asset to the City?
Suggested that the city implements only the requirements that they would require of any other
operator and not require an exorbitant amount of site plan expectations because this is cannabis.
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Suggested same standards of site design apply as for any other operator as it can become a barrier for
entrepreneurs and small businesses.
Growers and processors do not want to necessarily be seen and if limited to industrial parks, they would
most likely be renting those buildings so it is not felt that many site or building design requirements
would be required.
For the site to be an asset, a participant questioned how the city will partner with the growers to
enhance the industry such as working with them on power and water consumption rates and ease that
process if upgrades are needed to run the facility better or with regard to green energy funding not only
for cannabis but other area businesses. This type of interaction allows for a site to become an asset to
the city.
*An article from Leafly was mentioned regarding debunking dispensary myths and is included as back-up
to this summary report.
Additional Questions through Zoom Q & A or e-mail:
What operation generates the most odor?
It varies. Safety testing facilities, secure transport operators have very little odor issues. Retail is pretty
minimal. Processing and cultivation are the odor generators, but there are several mitigation techniques
that are available.
Is there a chain of custody required for grow and transport of the product? If so, who keeps
that record? Answered live. Marijuana Regulatory Agency (MRA)regulated.
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Session #2 - Tuesday, March 15 - 2:00 to 3:30 p.m.
Retailers, Testing Facilities, and Secure Transporters
1. The City of Farmington Hills is collecting information from industry representatives in order to
learn more about cannabis businesses. Are there specific examples that you can provide where
permitting retailers, testing facilities or secure transporters has led to an increase in economic
development in that area and identify the communities?
Retailers have increased economic development by:
• Coming in to vacant, abandoned buildings or developing vacant property
• Attracted big corporate stores to areas due to the increased traffic the cannabis industry has
created
• Created jobs and higher wages and turning into careers
• Generated revenue for the communities to use for other redevelopment or improvements
• Benefits other stores by bringing in the traffic from outside or from employees of the cannabis
retailers having lunch or shopping in those areas; increase in traffic is estimated at
approximately 15-20%
• Retailers working with chambers of commerce sponsoring non-profits and impacting
communities on a day-to-day basis
• Investment of a significant amount of money into the city which has increased commercial and
residential property values
• Hiring locally when possible
• Cites that communities could receive approximately $28,000 per retail license and that is
expected to increase
The city was cautioned not to allow for too many stores to open as that is not good for the city or the
industry and sets both up for failure. Also make sure you have the “right” owners that will have this
positive impact on the community.
Communities identified included:
Big Rapids – 14 stores opened; over 140 jobs created; with the first 3 stores the community received
$84,000 to make improvements to a local library area
Baldwin – developed over 23 acres of vacant land
Walled Lake – Over $1 million dollar investment in community and bringing in additional 1,00o-1,500
people per day to the area
Thetford Twp – Extremely economically depressed area. Redeveloped 7 acres of property and millions
of dollars invested in the community. The Township receiving funding allowing them to hire additional
full-time Police and Fire
Orion Twp – Oakland Business Park development that was a 288,000 square foot complex with over $40
million dollars invested
Pontiac – Lenwood Plaza redevelopment – redeveloping 20+ acres of property that had sat vacant for
over 20 years
Flint – Oak Flint – 2-acre redevelopment that included retail and residential
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2. Traffic and parking are often cited as primary negative impacts associated with cannabis retailers.
What has been your experience dealing with traffic and parking related issues with retail
operations? Have you had success with correcting an issue, and if so, what types of measures
were used to address it?
Key components for correcting the issue included:
• Partnering with the community and local law enforcement
• Having systems in place internally to better get customers through the process
• Working with the community in the planning stages to determine if the location is right for that
type of business or how a plan could be modified to mitigate those issues – seasonal towns had
to be mindful that they needed space for travel trailers and the community was key in providing
that information
• Providing curbside service, if possible, to see a full menu from the parking lot or via an on-line
menu
• Designate spots for curbside and for pick-ups
• Consider home delivery options – home delivery plans are required to be approved by MRA
• Implementing circular drive for larger vehicles
• Have parking coordinator to assist with flow of traffic if needed
3. Retailers, what are the primary site-related factors you consider when looking for a new location?
Is it much like other retailers – go where the traffic counts are – or are there other unique factors
you consider? For testing facilities do you prefer industrial parks, office parks or some other
location? For secure transporters, what is your preferred locational criteria?
Site locations requirements for retailers include:
• Traditional retail for high visibility and high traffic areas for business but also for security reasons
for employees due to cash transactions, etc. Prefer not to have retail to be in a secluded
industrial area.
• Ample parking or ability to partner with other businesses for parking; shopping center areas are
ideal to allow for events such as food trucks, vendor days, etc.
• Easy access in and out of the existing traffic flow and to highways
• Areas easily accessible for all, especially seniors and patients who need medical cannabis and
don’t be afraid to have retail near residential
Preferred site criteria for testing facilities include light-industrial areas or light-manufacturing and for
secure transport services access to highway systems and major arteries is preferred due to the business
models.
4. What has been your experience with crime within or near cannabis facilities, and how have you
address security issues / concerns that have been voiced by people living and working near these
types of businesses?
Zero crime incidents reported from participants but comment made that any building can be subject to
a random incident.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cannabis industry has come a long way from being a cash business to alternative forms of
payment that would minimize security issues
MRA has strict security system requirements
Have appropriates Standard Operating Procedures on site; hire slow/fire fast
Create the culture you want in your business starting from within; zero tolerance=zero problems
Safety issues are a myth – referenced the Leafly article provided with this report
High-definition cameras, safes with money and product under lock and key
Work closely with the community and local law enforcement
Provide pro-active and adequate training for staff
Ensure reputable owners marketing to appropriate clientele – site visits by the community
Provide community a way to communicate with you to address any concerns or questions
Operators in general often will take extra precaution to protect their investment as they don’t
want crime either
Foot traffic (bustling areas) is ultimate deterrent and reduces risk in crime
There are extensive tracking and tracing systems in place to identify all who come into the
stores and the activity
Tends to be no additional risk or crime due to cannabis industry presence

5. What premium site, building, or landscaping design elements do you think applicants would be
willing to provide in order to make your site an asset to the City and encourage locations in high
traffic volume locations?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retailers want curb appeal and will be competing to be the best establishment in the
community
Professional signage
Sense of responsibility to the public and community and market themselves
Site dependent somewhat and it was suggested that the city consider requiring the businesses
to conform with the aesthetic of the neighborhood and surrounding area rather than have a
specific set of requirements for every retail establishment
Educate the community and use curbside appearance to draw the community in and let them
know why they are there
Partnering with the city to impact not only their business but other businesses in the community
and being a good neighbor and asset to the community
City has opportunity through ordinances to create what they want for the buildings and he does
not feel aesthetic from what he has seen inside and outside of buildings will be an issue
Operators have put in additional trees, bike racks, murals on buildings, use of green materials
etc. as required by communities in order to add value for the community and the retailers
Encourage city to apply the master plan regulations to cannabis industry as it would other
businesses to improve the area; Want to be treated the same as other business members of the
community

Additional Questions through Zoom Q & A or e-mail:
Mr. Goodman was asked to provide the name of the pamphlet or article he referenced.
Leafly - website to find the article is https://www.leafly.com/news/politics/debunking-dispensary-myths
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Types of opportunities in transportation or growth in industry?
No participants able to respond. Information on MRA applications on attached Zoom Q & A report.
With so many marijuana facilities opening, how would the city monitor cash flow and taxes for the
city?
Mr. Arroyo, Facilitator, answered that the city has not yet made the decision to allow for any licenses in
the community so it would be premature to answer this at this time. He inquired if any of the
participants had a general answer to this question.
•
•
•
•

Cannabis industry most scrutinized and Marijuana Regulatory Agency (MRA) has yearly audit
currently but may be changing to 3-year; all monies communities receive through the excise
tax are handled by the state.
Banks in industry are federally funded so the industry has to deal with even more regulations
through the banks used
Need to have good financial staff and attorneys as any other business and make good business
decisions
Completely self-contained and transparency provides for even playing field for the industry to
grow
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Session #3 - Wednesday, March 16 - 10:00 to 11:30 a.m.
Microbusiness, Designed Consumption Establishments
and Temporary Event Organizers
1. The City of Farmington Hills is collecting information from industry representatives in order to
learn more about cannabis microbusiness, designated consumption establishments and
temporary events. Are there specific examples that you can provide where permitting these uses
has led to an increase in economic development in that area and identify the communities?
•

•

Microbusinesses can only provide what they cultivate on site so they have flexibility to tailor
business operations to certain times that could benefit other area establishments by creating
more foot traffic
Microbusiness licenses are offered to the smaller local growers who may potentially be more
dedicated to the city and be a long-term business within the community

Location of microbusinesses:
Bay City – renovated a historic building in downtown Bay City that will help drive economic resources to
that area and benefit other area businesses
Ann Arbor – smaller local grower dedicated to benefitting the community
2. Uses that permit on-site consumption (Designated Consumption Establishments) of cannabis are
just making their way into the State of Michigan. Public concerns range from impaired driving to
and from these facilities to fear of external effects (crowds gathering outside, negative impacts on
property values for nearby properties, crime and odor). What measures have been taken to
address these concerns in other communities and where? Can you give examples of other
communities and the specific actions / remedies that were put in place to address concerns or
specific incidents?
There are only a few designated consumption establishments in the state and the obstacle for these
types of businesses has been that they can’t monetize this business as the state does not allow the sale
of food or drink so it is difficult to charge people to come to just consume cannabis. The state also
requires state of the art ventilation systems and smoke-free areas for employees, which is good but
there needs to be a model where you can monetize this to pay for these items and the license. There
are a few in Kalamazoo. Public concern over crowds or impaired driving, there is not that same concern
when another sports bar goes in necessarily so in time, these establishments will become more normal.
Another experience with consumption establishments was in California and they were ancillary to a
retail outlet so if they purchased cannabis they could go through a door and consume it on site in the
consumption area.
The state also has measures are in place similar to alcohol that could hold an establishment liable
potentially if they allowed a customer to overindulge.
3. For Temporary Events, many of the same issues listed in the previous question may be raised.
Please address specific temporary events you have been involved with and how concerns related
to security, noise, traffic, and odor have been addressed.
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These events that are now permitted are also now regulated so there are security requirements, each
vendor as a Point of Sale (POS) terminal and all transactions go directly to LARA. Other regulations
mentioned that they have seen include parking requirements, curfews for events and music regulations.
They tend to operate similar to a Farmers Market but suggested that research is done on each potential
licensee to determine brand presence as someone with a lot of followers could draw big crowds and
that would factor into the location, adequate parking, etc.
Zoom Q & A : Regarding the point of sale and credit card transactions. Please elaborate on that and
type of institutions used.
Issue of taking credit cards depends on the retailer having a bank that is allowed to work with the
cannabis industry as all banks are federally insured; however, there are a number of state and local
banks and credit unions who do work with the cannabis industry and allow for credit card transactions.
Most events are not allowed in hotels or similar venues due to the odor and most are taken place
outside for that reason and the main concerns are mentioned are parking, crowd control and having
safety measures in place for anyone who may overindulge as with other events and odor is not typically
the concern since they are held outside.
For Farmington Hills, an area that would come to mind for this type of event would be outdoor at The
HAWK Community Center that has adequate parking and a lot of outdoor space rather than perhaps
Heritage Park where this type of event may not fit in as well with other uses.
Other benefits of events would also be that other local business could also benefit such as local food
trucks or restaurants where people attending the event may go eat or shop.
4. What are the primary site-related factors you consider when looking for a new location?
Cautioned that when a community restricts zoning to a certain area of town, which is often dilapidated,
often the owner or owners realize the property is now worth double and they raise the prices.
Suggested to allow for open zoning but include regulations as far as proximity to schools, churches, etc.
Microbusinesses are capped at 150 plants and would not require the amount of square footage that
would be found in a building in an industrial park area. Suggested light-industrial or retail areas for
microbusinesses to succeed.
Microbusinesses made for smaller grower to enter the market and go through the same state
regulations that a large grower or processor would and there needs to be a way for the city to assist
these microbusinesses with regard to zoning in order to thrive and give back directly to the community.
Follow-up question: What would be turn-around time for product for a microbusiness since the
product is limited? Two months as it takes that long to produce a crop and a typical business plan for
the microbusiness in Bay City is to be open 6 times per year. It operates more like a pop-up shop with a
new item.
A suitable location identified for a microbusiness in Farmington Hills according to one participant was
ACO on Orchard Lake Road, north of 13 Mile Road due to square footage, high ceilings and being in a
retail area.
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5. Give examples of the types of temporary events that you are aware of in other communities
(indicate which communities), and what types do you think would be the most successful in
Farmington Hills and why.
Participant has held smaller cannabis event in Lansing that was successful but they learned lessons also
such as if held in the summer to offer water at the event, etc. Suggested to look to other communities
who have held them and model those.
Reiterated to research the licensee and the following they draw as it could be a very small event or draw
big crowds depending on the following.
Follow-up question: Cannabis Cup events have been mentioned in the sessions. What is a cannabis
cup?
Competition where growers can enter their product and be judged and be recognized in the industry. It
also serves as a Farmers market event with vendors.

END

Pages following this report are supplemental documents as provided by participants.
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Fresh Water Cannabis Co.
Annette Compo, President
annette@carebydesignmarket.com
248-640-9803

Session #1 - Tuesday, March 15 - 10:00 to 11:30 a.m. Growers (all classes) and Processors
1. All opted in municipalities have benefited from the job creation resulting from the businesses.
I also believe that the correct partner can become more involved in the community through
events, nonprofit organizations and business chambers.
2. Facility development has come a long way. More grow facilities are being built with a clean
room internal wall structure, this application not only serves the environmentals of the crop but
helps to prevent order emissions as well. Another factor of operating grows is the facility layout,
most of the important rooms for a facility will not have external walls, due to the adverse effect of
ambient temperatures on the crop. Meaning the growth stage rooms or rooms that would have
potential odor causing effects are typically more internal to the building. Our company has had
the benefit of learning from the grow of Hemp as well as Marijuana and have learned some of
the better ways to design floor plans that control this
Processing facilities do not have the potential odor issues that grow facilities do. The raw
material is run through what is essentially a chemistry process to create the final product.
3. I believe that there are questions that need to be raised based on the commercial/industrial
inventory in the city? Are there several options for commercial/industrial zoned buildings or is
the city geographically already structured by default with distinct commercial/industrial areas.
Commercial zoning itself would not necessarily be a fit for a commercial grower. A retail location
for example, although commercial, would not necessarily work for a grow facility. The more
desirable spaces would be locations of industrial nature, standalone buildings, with parking on
site, bay doors for deliveries, etc.
That being said, there are several municipalities that do not limit to a concentrated geographic
area allowing growers and processors to utilize any commercial space, including commercial
retail spaces. The best example of a city limiting to distinct geographic areas is Detroit. There
are designated green zones and any licensed facility needs to find a commercial/industrial
space within those parameters that qualify, essentially limiting the options that are available to
cannabis businesses. Given the manufacturing history of the city and available inventory within
the green zones, the large-scale footprint of auto manufacturing isn't desirable to commercial
growers, the scale is simply too large. The result has been not many new businesses opting to
not work with that municipality and going to other cities, where a city has limitations on an
organization to get up and running. Detroit faces lost potential revenue in the millions because
of these constraints.

1

4. The cannabis industry has come a long way. It is no longer strictly a cash business. Most
organizations now have banking/ ATM and credit card options that are available to them.
Additionally, the state requirements for security systems with cameras on property and key card
entry also cuts down on any potential threat of crime. The wild west days of cannabis in the
state are long gone. The state of Michigan has really streamlined the seed to sale tracking
mechanisms in place. We also have a state of the art security system in place that we
communicate so it works as a deterrent then a need. We have no problems with any of our
facilities in regards to crime or damage.
5. It has more to do with the grower’s philosophy than the building type. Yes, vertical grow
facilities have definite height requirements. Vertical grows can be multiple levels depending on
ceiling height. Typically, what is most commonly seen are 2 or 3 tiered grows. Anything beyond
that creates too hard to control 'hot spots' within the crop itself given the environmentals of the
growing conditions required for the plant. In addition to servicing the crop as well. . Just like
what you would see in big agriculture, a living product can't fully be grown through automated
processes, there is still largely human involvement in the process. Growers have to service the
plants. If the vertical levels get to 4 or more for example, the workers have to get up to those
levels and then there is a safety issue as well. Depending on the grower, a 6-7 foot height
between grow levels is required. Meaning a 3-tier grow would have a minimum height
requirement of 22-25 feet to allot for racking, irrigation lines and fire suppression requirements.
However, there are many growers who don't like the vertical growing option and still grow with a
'sea of green' approach. Which means a single level. We lay out our planting systems similar to
laying out a site plan for new construction. This allows us to create the best strategy to have
healthy plants as well as maximize the area with safety of our staff as part of the decision
processes.
6. It depends on the organization. We are in the process of building a facility at our Baldwin
location with the mind of it being a destination place for consumers. This facility would educate
consumers through facility tours and would welcome curb appeal improvements inside and out.
We have taken into consideration the capital investment to protect the plant grow from being
exposed to this traffic. When we are operating on a strictly wholesale scale, for example our
White Cloud location, we limit the people on the grounds other than the staff to maintain the
production of product and facility maintenance personnel. This is due to the fact of potential
variables that can impact the plants' negativity. Either use of our facilities, our philosophy is to
compliment the area that our business is in as well as engage as a community business leader
with all business and economic development.
Another opportunity for any organization considering setting up their facilities is going to be
variables like: How willing is the municipality to work out resolutions that are in the best interest
of the city, company, and consumers that will ultimately be consuming these products. What
processes or resources are available to the cannabis company? For Example; power and water
consumption rate data and ease of the process for upgrading or improving these as well as
participating in any green energy funding.
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Session #2
Kenneth Bryant
Michigan MM Inc
Premiere Provisions
Ken@PremiereProvisionsBR.com
1. The City of Farmington Hills is collecting information from industry representatives in order to
learn more about cannabis businesses. Are there specific examples that you can provide where
permitting retailers, testing facilities or secure transporters has led to an increase in economic
development in that area and identify the communities?
Absolutely. Right in the city we operate our retail store. Big Rapids has seen an increase
in economic development. 14 stores have opened up in the City of Big Rapids. This was
a benefit the City wanted to see to help renovate abandoned commercial properties
within the City. The investments cannabis retailers have made to open eye appealing
properties have really helped give the city a more vibrant appearance. Not to mention big
corporations such as Marshalls, Arby’s, Ace Hardware and many others are quickly
opening locations in Big Rapids, because this City was mainly known for Ferris State
University, now it’s a destination location for many people to travel to because of the
cannabis industry.
The City of Big Rapids has seen an increase in jobs offered. As we employ 15-20
employees at any time during the year, the average for stores is around 10 employees.
With 14 stores open that's approximately 140 jobs created for a city with a population of
only 9,000 or so residents within 5 square miles. We, alone, generated incomes for our
employees of over $650,000 last year in 2021. Not to mention the long term career paths
being developed within our industry that many residents will prosper from.
In addition to the application fees of $10,000 total for both med and rec licenses, and the
renewal fees of $10,000 total for both med and rec licenses, the city also receives shares
of marijuana taxes. The numbers for 2021 were not released as of yet on the State of
Michigan’s website, but the 2020 numbers are available of which only from 3 stores being
opened in Big Rapids, including ours, the City received $84,000. This will be nearly 5
times that much for the year 2021.
It was great to hear that the funds received by the City of Big Rapids were used to
develop sidewalks, parking lots, and a playground adjacent to the Big Rapids Community
Library. The Library project will also create an early learning skills program for children
to learn reading skills much earlier. This project should be complete by end of summer.
This is what Big Rapids has been able to do with just funding from 3 cannabis stores,
wait until they receive the funding from 14 stores.
Our giveback efforts weren’t required by the City of Big Rapids, but we managed to
collect over 500 coats and 100 toys to give to the community through our Coats for

Joints and Toys for Joints programs of which anyone who donated a new or slightly
used coat or new toy received a free pre-roll courtesy of Premiere.
We’ve also donated funds to other local causes such as a young 18 year old woman who
was on her way to her freshman year of college. Unfortunately, during a going away
event with her friends she was paralyzed from the waste down from a dune-buggy
accident.
We also have just confirmed sponsoring a Pride event with the City of Big Rapids as well
for this upcoming summer!
2. Traffic and parking are often cited as primary negative impacts associated with cannabis
retailers. What has been your experience dealing with traffic and parking related issues with
retail operations? Have you had success with correcting an issue, and if so, what types of
measures were used to address it?
We’ve always scouted our locations to make sure we have ample parking. Our first
location in Ann Arbor, MI was in a shopping center with 100s of parking spaces available.
After having so much success and compliments about the convenience of our parking vs
other stores, we made this a part of our requirements for a location. Our latest location in
Big Rapids is also in a shopping center with a huge parking lot. Enough to where food
truck vendors have plenty of room to park their trucks within our shopping center.
Choosing locations with more than enough parking has made our curbside services one
of the most efficient and less intrusive on normal traffic flows.
3. Retailers, what are the primary site-related factors you consider when looking for a new
location? Is it much like other retailers – go where the traffic counts are – or are there other
unique factors you consider? For testing facilities do you prefer industrial parks, office parks or
some other location? For secure transporters, what is your preferred locational criteria?
We definitely like to look for locations that are where normal retail locations would be.
We do this first for our customers’ safety. We do not want to have our retail location in an
industrial location. These locations are usually secluded with little traffic and are a safety
issue for us. We mainly conduct transactions in cash and do not want to be in a “hidden”
locations. Both our staff and customers feel much more safe conducting business where
retailers should be. We also of course look for high traffic areas as this provides easy
access to customers on their way to work or on their way back home. It also helps
promote our store to those looking for a cannabis shop but aren’t sure where to find one.
Our first two locations were in shopping centers. Our next location, if not a shopping
center, we’d want a stand alone building, for the purpose of having more outside events,
such as vendor days, where our vendors can set up tents and give out free clothing and
information materials on their products. Customers seem to really enjoy these events
and a stand alone building would allow us to provide these activities without infringing
on our shopping center neighbors.

4. What has been your experience with crime within or near cannabis facilities, and how have
you address security issues / concerns that have been voiced by people living and working near
these types of businesses?
Knock on wood. We have not had any crime at our former Ann Arbor location nor our
present Big Rapids location. We track and trace every individual that comes into our
store. All customers whether rec or med are put into our system with their driving license
or state ID information. For anyone who is not a customer, but enters our store, they
must sign in with their information on our sign-in sheets. This helps keep everyone
comfortable knowing that we know exactly who enters our shop, what time they enter,
and what time they leave. The track and trace procedures of our store we believe greatly
helps alleviate misbehavior of all sorts whether criminal or not.

5. What premium site, building, or landscaping design elements do you think applicants would
be willing to provide in order to make your site an asset to the City and encourage locations in
high traffic volume locations?
I’m sure all applicants would be willing to accommodate any design elements the City
deems fit. We’ve seen cities such as Ann Arbor, require certain bike racks, adding tree
landscaping, and Berkley encouraged murals to provide better aesthetics for the City.
Some have asked that green-products have been used for roofing or even solar panels
for electricity if applicable. All of these improvements, we would not have any opposition
to as they all show our cannabis businesses as being partners with the City to add value
for all.

Jerry Millen - Greenhouse, Walled Lake

Session #2 - Tuesday, March 15 - 2:00 to 3:30 p.m. Retailers, Testing
Facilities, and Secure Transporters
1. The City of Farmington Hills is collecting information from industry
representatives in order to learn more about cannabis businesses. Are
there specific examples that you can provide where permitting retailers,
testing facilities or secure transporters has led to an increase in economic
development in that area and identify the communities?
Yes most definitely:) We are based in Walled Lake and have been tapped to
be the retailer to help rebuild and rejuvenate the historic downtown Walled
Lake district. We started by spending over $1 million dollars on a rebuild and
additions to an existing structure. We also purchased an additional piece of
property that was a burned down restaurant and turned it into additional
parking. I being the owner of the Greenhouse of Walled Lake was also
appointed by Mayor Ackley to the DDA to help rejuvenate Walled Lakes
business district. We serve between 1k and 1.5k patients/customers per day
bringing in many shoppers that then spend time shopping at other stores and
restaurants in the downtown. I would also like to point out we are in an area
with residential very close to our store and have had zero problems with
residents in the area. Actually they have embraced us and have commented on
how we have brought life to Walled Lakes downtown which has added
property value to their homes.
2. Traffic and parking are often cited as primary negative impacts
associated with cannabis retailers. What has been your experience
dealing with traffic and parking related issues with retail operations?
Have you had success with correcting an issue, and if so, what types of
measures were used to address it?
During th pandemic we were only curbside so we had a lot of traffic since the
inside was closed and most people were home with few places to go. We
worked hand in hand with Walled Lake PD to mitigate any traffic issues. Other
than during the pandemic we have had little to no traffic issues. As far as
parking yes it is needed. As long as there is a good parking plan presented

ahead of time it should not be an issue. Early on when legal cannabis stores
were new parking was an issue but now most shoppers spread their visits out
and the parking has not been an issue as of late. If Farmington Hills does
decide to allow cannabis businesses into their community I don’t see parking
an issue as the novelty has worn down and consumers and spread out their
visits.
3. Retailers, what are the primary site-related factors you consider when
looking for a new location? Is it much like other retailers – go where the
traf c counts are – or are there other unique factors you consider? For
testing facilities do you prefer industrial parks, of ce parks or some other
location? For secure transporters, what is your preferred locational
criteria?
As far as a retail establishment it’s location, location, location. You want to be
in a heavy retail area that is easily accessible. Cities that opted in early put
most stores in to industrial zones which has proven to be a negative for both
the business and the consumer. Most Cities are now allowing them in the
normal business districts as they see that the stigma is wearing off very fast and
it is a reputable business. The key is to make sure who the person will be
running the establishment because that individual is the key to how a retail
cannabis store is run. Making sure the owner is a reputable business person
with a background in running a facility is key.
4. What has been your experience with crime within or near cannabis
facilities, and how have you address security issues / concerns that have
been voiced by people living and working near these types of
businesses?
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We have been open for 3 years and I am proud to say we have had ZERO
problems at the Greenhouse of Walled Lake. Our customer base is unique in
that we cater to an older clientele and to women. Our average patient/customer
is 44 years old. Since we specialize in medical we see thousands of patients
and help them nd products to help them with their ailments. It is key to run

reputable facility and your patients/customers will understand this and
appreciate it. Security wise we have over 50 cameras that are live monitored
24/7 plus have additional security measures throughout out store. We also have
the Walled Lake police in occasionally to give seminars to our staff on what to
do in certain situations. Overall if you have a good owner there should not
really be any problems.
5. What premium site, building, or landscaping design elements do you
think applicants would be willing to provide in order to make your site
an asset to the City and encourage locations in high traf c volume
locations?
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Location is key for a successful cannabis business to ourish. I think
presenting a location with some drawings of a basic location with structure in
place would be suf ce. As for the smaller companies they have to invest large
sums of money into architectural plans that might never come to fruition. I
think it levels the playing eld to allow potential businesses to submit basic
plans and then proceed from there.

Fresh Water Cannabis Co.
Annette Compo, President
annette@careabydesignmarket.com
248-640-9803

Session #2 - Tuesday, March 15 - 2:00 to 3:30 p.m. Retailers, Testing Facilities, and Secure
Transporters
Retailers Perspective
1. Retailers impact the economy from the real estate either bought or leased and the costs of
staffing to running that location would have trickle effects into the community. Any retail location
brings shoppers, in any industry. Testing facilities have the same effect with the purchase or
lease of a building and then staffing and running that location(s). Secure transporters are the
same. One difference being how the organization is set up. Meaning what is the size of their
fleet and where are the vehicles housed? Just means a larger facility and larger staff.
Our company focuses on coming from contribution in all of the towns we have partnered with in
this industry. Our stores management serve on Chamber, local non profits and sponsor activities
that drive support to all avenues of the community. We have a grant distribution once a year
through our personal non profit, Freshwater Cannabis Foundation that supports the local
community in preservation of our State’s natural resources of lakes, creeks and streams.
2. Our locations that we have selected in the past are selected for the site plan that takes this
into consideration as well as curb side and if there is an option to offer now drive through
services.
3. When looking for a location we look for the location that we determine as an “A’ location and
then we have two to three other options. Our selection process rates each location and that is
based on priority of site plan needs; i.e. traffic flow in and out of the facility, traffic counts, what
neighbors we would have and are we a complement addition to the business facade, additional
amenities i.e.: parking and the ability to offer other customer services. (curbside and drive
through)
4. The cannabis industry has come a long way. It is no longer strictly a cash business. Most
organizations now have banking/ ATM and credit card options that are available to them.
Additionally, the state requirements for security systems with cameras on property and key card
entry also cuts down on any potential threat of crime. The wild west days of cannabis in the
state are long gone. The state of Michigan has really streamlined the seed to sale tracking
mechanisms in place. We also have a state of the art security system in place that we
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communicate so it works as a deterrent then a need. We have no problems with any of our
facilities in regards to crime or damage.
5. It depends on the organization. We are in the process of building a facility at our Baldwin
location with the mind of it being a destination place for consumers. This facility would educate
consumers through facility tours and would welcome curb appeal improvements inside and out.
We have taken into consideration the capital investment to protect the plant grow from being
exposed to this traffic. When we are operating on a strictly wholesale scale, for example our
White Cloud location, we limit the people on the grounds other than the staff to maintain the
production of product and facility maintenance personnel. This is due to the potential of negative
variables that can impact the plants. Either use of our facilities, our philosophy is to compliment
the area that our business is in as well as engage as a community business leader with all
business and economic development.
Our retail locations focus on more of the earth colors, the use of metal, green walls inside and
out for the more therapeutic feel cosmetically.
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From: Connie Maxim-Sparrow <connie@hatchaplanmi.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2022 12:37 PM
To: Pam Smith <PSmith@fhgov.com>
Subject: RE: Cannabis Information Session #3

CAUTION: This email originated from outside your organization. Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking
links, especially from unknown senders.
1. The City of Farmington Hills is collecting information from industry representatives in order to learn more about
cannabis microbusiness, designated consumption establishments and temporary events. Are there specific
examples that you can provide where permitting these uses has led to an increase in economic development in
that area and identify the communities?
Sparrow Consulting has bee involved in several business development efforts related to all three license types.
Currently we have two microbusiness clients, one in Decatur, Michigan. The other is in Muskegon Heights,
Michigan. Consumption lounge is in process in coldwater. The first consumption lounge in the State will open in
Kalkaska on 4/20, it’s call Kalcushka, and it’s owned and operated by Carbidex, who is the parent company of
Franklin Fields and Botanical company. This is the first one in the state, no one is really sure what to expect of
the license type’s performance. Related to temporary events, we are currently planning CannaBash, I am the
MEO for that event. I have also attended several temporary events, including Halloweed at New Standard in
Muskegon and Sensi Mardi Gras night in Lansing two weeks ago.
Regarding economic development, the microbusiness models brings forward a lot of similar development
opportunity that retailers, cutlivators, and processors bring. Property development, construction labor, new
jobs, excise tax, and other development. Since consumption lounges aren’t really open yet, it’s hard to tell what
the impact would be. The state has really limited what can happen at a consumption lounge, limiting the ability
for a business model to be developed. Temporary events are very similar to any other tourism event concept. If
done well, it will bring in tourism and attendees who will want to stay in the area. Each license has potential.
2. Uses that permit on-site consumption (Designated Consumption Establishments) of cannabis are just making
their way into the State of Michigan. Public concerns range from impaired driving to and from these facilities to
fear of external effects (crowds gathering outside, negative impacts on property values for nearby properties,
crime and odor). What measures have been taken to address these concerns in other communities and
where? Can you give examples of other communities and the specific actions / remedies that were put in place
to address concerns or specific incidents?
We are currently working with Muskegon Township on a temporary event. The township approved an ordinance
allowing for temporary consumption events on a specific parcel of property only. We, the event managers made
a commitment to canvass the surrounding area to ensure that neighbors were aware of the event, the details of
security and consumption. Those neighborhood conversations were very helpful. The township has had little
push back from the public. In fact, it has been the complete opposite, we have been overwhelmed with interest
from the public. COVID has impacted all of these licenses, this year will prove to be the year that everyone finds
out what works and what doesn’t. I do anticipate changes to the consumption lounge license rules once these
operators evaluate the restrictions, but at this time, much of this is very unknown. I would encourage the
municipality to request plans from applicants that address overconsumption education to staff, as well as safety
procedures and appropriate actions for those who have overconsumed, very similar to the expectations of
liquor and alcohol establishments.

3. For Temporary Events, many of the same issues listed in the previous question may be raised. Please address
specific temporary events you have been involved with and how concerns related to security, noise, traffic, and
odor have been addressed.
A very similar answer, working with the community is key.
4. What are the primary site-related factors you consider when looking for a new location?
It depends on the license. For a microbusiness, it is essential to zone those commercial. They are retailers in the
end, no different than Walgreens or Meijer’s. They should be zoned in a way that encourages consumer
participation. Consumption Lounges are also similar in nature to that of retail. They should be zoned commercial
as they are similar to a bar, commercial corridors is appropriate. Related to temporary events, event planners
are looking for any space that has the capacity and public utilities necessary to support at least 2,500 attendees.
Most event managers are looking for outdoor public or privately owned land, like parks to hold events.
Consumption events are heavily dependent on the municipality and their tolerance for the event itself.
5. Give examples of the types of temporary events that you are aware of in other communities (indicate which
communities). What types of events do you think would be the most successful in Farmington Hills and why?
I am the planner and fiduciary for CannaBash, scheduled for July 9, 2022 in Muskegon Township, Michigan. I
attended Sensi Mardi Gras Night in Lansing the first week of March. I also attended New Standard’s Halloweed
party on their property in Muskegon, Michigan. Each event is very different. New Standard threw a party for
their customers, they were the only vendor on site for the event. It was not well attended. Sensi Night was well
attended but was set up like a business expo with open consumption, not necessarily a party. Sensi had 4
vendors vending cannabis on site, an outdoor consumption area with a dab bar and a DJ. The more common
type of event that we are seeing now are actual outdoor consumption festivals. Our festival, Cannabash has a
festival budget near $200,000 and will feature headlining national acts, and a full day of activities. There will be
8 vendors vending cannabis with over 35 other brands there with brand ambassadors. It will have a Dab Bar,
consumption lounge, VIP, Art Market, and yard games, all while hosting a concert. The event concept is changing
quickly. These licenses will be the ones that everyone learns most about this year as COVID is finally past us.

